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Mail Delivery billing documents from SAP 

Debtors are increasingly being asked to request documents 

digitally. 

The Solution Mail delivery of documents from SAP allows the 

automatic collection of SapScript / SmartForm billing 

documents for sending mail. Here, additional attributes of the 

customer can be used to control which debtors want to receive 

the documents digitally and to which mail recipients (recipients, 

copy, blind copy) they should be sent. 

Several message types of a billing document, such as an invoice 

with an associated activity report and an expense report, can be 

combined as a PDF attachment to form an e-mail message. In 

addition, any business documents that are added as 

attachments to an SAP billing document can be added to the e-

mail message as additional attachments. 

The e-mail text with subject line, formatting, logo and signature 

binder can be assembled automatically from text modules. In 

addition to a standard text, individual e-mail texts can be 

deposited at the customer. In addition, individual control via 

user exits is possible. 

The collection of documents is fully automatic, both for the 

individual printing of billing documents and when processing a 

billing due list. For all collected documents, e-mail documents 

are created for the mailing program. In the mailing program it is 

possible to filter, control, preview and collect the generated e-

mail documents. Furthermore, it is also possible to subsequently 

generate e-mail receipts. 
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You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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1. Settings in the debitor 

1.1 Activating the Mail Delivery  
 

The activation of the mail delivery is controlled in the debitor. By depositing a contact person with the 

function "Z2 - Email Recipient Rg" the mail dispatch is activated:

 

In addition to the recipient of the email, additional recipients can be set to CC by means of "Z3 - Email 

CC Rec. Rg", or by "Z4 - Email BCC Rec. Rg" in BCC, for example, to control the own accounting by 

sending the mail.  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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The e-mail address of the e-mail recipient is displayed in the detail view in the e-mail field:

 

The mail is not sent directly, but the print data of the documents are collected at the printing of the 

invoice and provided in a report to the mail, so that the mail can be controlled before. 

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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1.2 Settings for the receipt printing 
 

It can be set for the receipt printing, if and how often an invoice should be printed. The default setting, 

two copies of print as original and copy, can be overridden. 

The setting is made using the additional data in the customer: 

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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The setting is made in the selection field "RgPrint": 

 

The settings have the following meaning: 

Z1 - Invoice is printed by default. This setting is also active if not specified. 

Z2 - The invoice is printed only once 

Z3 - The bill is not printed 

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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1.3 Redefining the mail text in the customer 
 

In the mailing program, a standard text is set for the e-mails to be sent, which redefines itself with the 

customer and can thus be set individually for each customer. 

An over-defined mail text is deposited at the mail recipient (contact person with the function "Z2") by 

calling Extras-> Texts: 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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This leads to the partner texts of the contact person, 

there the text can be deposited then: 

 

The text can then be stored in the respective language of the customer: 

 

 

The details and placeholders that are possible are described in the description for the storage of the 

standard texts. 

 

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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2. The Mail Delivery programme 

2.1 Activating the Mail Delivery programmme 
 

The mailing program is activated with the transaction "zbelmail":

 

Here you can make all the settings, generate e-vouchers, control and trigger the mail itself.  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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2.2 Settings in the Mail Delivery programme 
 

Settings of the mail delivery program are made via the "Settings" tab. The following options are 

available here: 

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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2.2.1 Maintain sender / signature data 
 

 

 

 

 Here, placeholders can be defined for the respective SAP user, which can be used in the e-mail text or in 

the e-mail signature. By specifying a language, you can specify the language for which the respective 

data should be valid. If no specific language is specified, the sender / signature data is valid for all 

languages unless an individual further setting has been made for a specific language. 

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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The placeholders for the sender / signature data that can be used in the e-mail text or in the signature 

are as follows: 

Feldname Platzhalter 

  

sender @SND_NAME@ 

senderMail @SND_MAIL@ 

SignatureName @SGN_NAME@ 

SignatureRole @SGN_ROLE@ 

SignatureMail @SGN_MAIL@ 

SignatureTelefon @SGN_TEL@ 

SignatureMobile @SGN_MOB@ 

SignatureFax @SGN_FAX@ 

 

The texts are automatically inserted in the e-mail signature as follows: 

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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2.2.2 Maintain identifiers 
 

The identifiers determine how the attachments to the mail documents are to be named in a particular 

language (billing document, activity report, and more): 

 

The key "MAIL_ATTN_RG" designates the name of the attachment for the billing document, the key 

"MAIL_ATTN_TB" the activity report (if available for the billing document). 

You can use the placeholders from the chapter "placeholder" here. 

2.2.3 Placeholder 
The following placeholders can be used in the mail text, for identifiers and the signature: 

Placeholder Herkunft Bedeutung 

   

@BELTITEL@ Fakturabeleg Belegtitel aus dem Formular, z.B. Rechnung, 
Gutschrift usw. 

@BELNR@ Fakturabeleg Belegnummer 

@BELDAT@ Fakturabeleg Erzeugungsdatum 

@FKDAT@ Fakturabeleg Fakturadatum 

@BELEXT@ Konstante Extension, immer „.pdf“ 

   

@MEXT@ Partner im 
Debitor, 
Mailempfänger 

Wird mit „r“ belegt, wenn der Partner 
männlich ist und ist ansonsten leer. Hiermit 
lässt sich die Standardanrede „Sehr geehrte“ / 
„Sehr geehrter“ automatisch generieren. 

@ANREDE@ Partner im 
Debitor, 
Mailempfänger 

Anrede des Partners 

@VORNAME@ Partner im 
Debitor, 
Mailempfänger 

Vorname des Partners 
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@NACHNAME@ Partner im 
Debitor, 
Mailempfänger 

Nachname des Partners 

   

@SND_NAME@ Absender-
/Signaturdaten 

Absender-Name 

@SND_MAIL@ Absender-
/Signaturdaten 

Absender-Emailadresse 

@SGN_NAME@ Absender-
/Signaturdaten 

Name in der Signatur 

@SGN_ROLE@ Absender-
/Signaturdaten 

Rolle in der Signatur 

@SGN_MAIL@ Absender-
/Signaturdaten 

E-Mail Adresse in der Signatur 

@SGN_TEL@ Absender-
/Signaturdaten 

Telefon  in der Signatur 

@SGN_MOB@ Absender-
/Signaturdaten 

Mobilnummer  in der Signatur 

@SGN_FAX@ Absender-
/Signaturdaten 

Faxnummer in der Signatur 

 

2.2.4 Maintain standard E-Mail text 
A standard e-mail text can be set individually for the respective languages and is only used if the text is 

not individually overridden at the customer (see chapter Overdefining the Mail Text in the Customer). 

The placeholders from the chapter "placeholders" can be used. 

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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The following formats are defined: 

Format Meaning 

  

SE (SE=Sender) sender E-Mail Adress. A line with this format is mandatory, otherwise 
the mail generation will show an error. A constant e-mail address or a mail address 
from the sender / signature data can be used. 

SJ (SJ=Subjekt) Subject line of the e-mail. A line with this format is mandatory, 
otherwise the mail generation will show an error. 

* Mailtext (which will be added tot he signature) 

XX Lines that are considered deleted and are not evaluated. 

 

In the mail text itself, line breaks are specified with the HTML tag "<BR>". There are also further 

formatting possible. 

2.2.5 Maintaing E-Mail Signature 
 

Maintaining the e-mail signature is possible in HTML format. Again, the placeholders can be used. 

 

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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2.3 E-Mail Delivery of billing documents 
 

The entry into the e-mail document delivery is carried out via the tab "Voucher dispatch". The call does 

not directly trigger a document delivery, but presents a list from which the e-mail document delivery 

can then be triggered.

 

Description call parameter: 

Call parameter Default Description 

   

Date of creation Date / 
31.12.9999 

Creation date of the document 

Contract  Contract number 

Billing document  Billing document number 

Debitor  Debitor number 

Creating users  SAP creating users of mailing document 

Change users  SAP change users of mailing document 

Mail Status N N=new E-Mail documents 
X= E- Mail documents sent 
<leer> = new and sent Email documents  

Test E-Mail recipient  E-Mail Address for testing 

Check for unauthorized 
documents 

 It is checked whether the subsequent creation of 
an e-mail recipient in the customer created the 
situation that mail documents would have to be 
generated, but this was not yet done for the 
selection of the call parameters. In this case, a 
warning will be issued. 

Deleted Mail documents  Display logically deleted mail documents 

Test  X=Test run. Changes from the call are not written 
to the database. 
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If you check for documents that are not generated, and there are no mail documents for billing 

documents, the following message appears: 

 

Such e-mail documents can be recreated with the function "Document Creation". 

After confirming the selection mask, a list of the e-mail documents is displayed:

 

 

 

Column Description 

  

S *=Die Zeile wurde bereits verarbeitet,  
<leer> sonst. 

BelTitel Belegtitel aus Fakturabeleg 

FkArt Fakturaart 

Verkaufsbeleg Kontraktnummer des zugehörigen Kontrakts 

Vetriebsbeleg Fakturabeleg 

Angel.am Erzeugungsdatum des Fakturabeleges 

Fakturadatum Fakturadatum 

Debitor Debitornummer 

Sprache Ausgabesprache des Fakturabeleges 

Angelegt von SAP Benutzer der Mailbeleg angelegt hat 
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Angelegt am Erzeugungsdatum des Mailbeleges 

Uhrzeit Erzeugungszeit des Mailbeleges 

Geändert von SAP Benutzer der Mailbeleg zuletzt geändert hat 

ÄnderDatum Änderungsdatum des Mailbeleges 

ÄndZeit Änderungszeit des Mailbeleges 

AnzBelege Anzahl der Belege (Attachments) nach 
Nachrichtenart des Fakturabeleges 
(Fakturabeleg, Tätigkeitsbericht). 

AnzAnlagen Anzahl der aus dem Fakturabeleg 
übernommenen Anlagen 

MailStatus N=Neue nicht versandte E-Mail 
X=versandte E-Mail 

TestStatus X=Es wurden ein Mailtest durchgeführt, 
<leer> sonst 

Fehler X=Bei der Mailgenerierung ist ein Fehler 
aufgetreten,  
<leer> sonst 

ES Symbol zum Mail-/Fehlerstatus 

Fehlertext Beschreibung des Fehlers, falls ein Fehler 
aufgetreten ist. 

SendeDat Datum des Mailversandes 

SendUhr Uhrzeit des Mailversandes 

 

If "Display deleted mail vouchers" was selected, the following data is also displayed: 

 

 

Column Description 

  

LöschKZ X=Der Mailbeleg wurde logisch gelöscht 

LöschName SAP Benutzer der den Mailbeleg gelöscht hat 

Löschdatum Löschdatum 

Löschzeit Löschzeit 

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 
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2.3.1 Functions in E-Mail Voucher Dispatch 
 

The following functions are available that are applied to selected lines: 

 

2.3.1.1 E-Mail Preview 
 

 

By marking a line and selecting "E-Mail Preview", a preview of an e-mail is displayed: 
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The tab "Properties" shows the document size and other data: 

 

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
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Via the tab "Recipient list" the recipients of the e-mail can be displayed: 

 

Via the tab "Attachments" the attachments: 

 

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
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The attachments can also be displayed directly in the e-mail preview by double-clicking: 

 

 

 

2.3.1.2 Mail Testing 
 

 

Before sending the e-mails to the recipient, a mail test can be carried out. For the mail test, it is 

necessary that an e-mail address has been entered in the selection mask to which the e-mails are sent 

instead of the actual e-mail recipients:

 

If no specification has been made here, the following information is output: 

 
For all marked lines a test mail will be sent. 
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2.3.1.3 Mail Delivery 
 

 

The mail dispatch triggers the dispatch of all marked emails. The column "S" is then marked by the 

symbol "*". 

The lines can be checked again, so that the selection can be checked again:

 

2.3.1.3 Delete Mail document 
 

 

With the function "delete mail receipt" you can logically delete e-mail documents whose lines are 

marked. Logical deletion means that the documents still exist and are only marked as deleted by means 

of an indicator. Mail documents marked as deleted are only displayed in a new selection if the option 

"Display deleted mail documents" is selected. All document data remains available and the logical 

deletion can be reset. 

For example, you can use this function to reset documents from sending mail. 

2.3.1.3 Delete Undo 
 

 

The delete-undo function can be used to undo the logical deletion of documents. This feature is only 

offered if the option "Show deleted mailing documents" has been selected. 
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2.4 E-Mail Documents Reproduction 
 

When billing documents are printed whose debtor has a contact person with the function "Z2 - E-Mail 

Recipient Rg.", An e-mail receipt for the e-mail delivery is automatically created. 

If a contact person is subsequently added to a customer, this means that no e-mail receipt has been 

created for all invoices already printed for the customer. 

You can create or create new e-mail documents via the tab Post Creation of the mail delivery program: 

 

 

Description Call parameter: 

Call parameter Default Description 

   

Erstellungsdatum Tagesdatum / 
31.12.9999 

Erstellungsdatum eines Beleges 

Fakturaart  Fakturaart 

Kontrakt  Zu Fakturabelegen zugehörige Kontraktnummer 

Fakturabeleg  Fakturabelegnummer 

Debitor  Debitornummer 

Erstellungsbenutzer  SAP Erstellungsbenutzer des Mailbeleges 

Generierte Belege mit anzeigen  X=Bereits generierte E-Mail Belege mit anzeigen, 
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<leer> = Es werden nur E-Mail Belege angezeigt, 
die noch nicht generiert worden sind 

Testlauf  X=Testlauf. Änderungen aus dem Aufruf werden 
nicht in die Datenbank geschrieben. 

 

After selection, all documents are displayed for which an e-mail delivery has been set up in the 

customer, but for which no e-mail document has been generated so far:

 

Now you can select lines and the e-mail documents with the function "mail generation"

 

If the selection is called with the option "Generate vouchers with display", all already generated e-mail 

vouchers are also displayed:

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
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These can be regenerated by the function "mail generation". Before a regeneration, a warning is issued: 

 

 

Note: Changes to the mail body, sender and signature data are automatically taken into account. It is 

not necessary to regenerate e-mail receipts for this. 

The meaning of the columns corresponds to that of the function of sending e-mail documents. 

It is also possible to subsequently create an e-mail receipt via the preview or reprint of a billing 

document (transaction vf03). If the parameter "$ MAIL" is specified in the print options for the recipient 

alone or in addition to other parameters, an e-mail receipt is created during preview or printout: 

 

 

  

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
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3. E-Mail document deilvery overview 
 

 

ZBELMAIL E-Mail Belegversand (Belegnacherstellung) 

Kontrakt 

Fakturabeleg   1 Fakturabeleg 2 Fakturabeleg n 

Debitor 

Partner Mail-Empfänger 

Partner Mail-Kopie-Empfänger 

Mailempfänger 

 Partner Mail-Blindkopie-Empfänger 

Mailempfänger 

 

Optionaler 

debitorspezifischer 

Mailtext 

Nachrichtenart 1 

Fakturabeleg 

Nachrichtenart 2 

Tätigkeitsbericht 

Business 

Dokument 

Druckausgabe 

E-Mail Beleg 

 

Fakturabeleg pdf 

Tätigkeitsbericht  pdf 

Business Dokument  pdf 

Empfänger 

 

Betreff 

Generierter Mailtext 

 

Absender 

Signatur 

Einstellungen

 

 Standard Mailtextvorlage 

Bezeichner 

Absender-/Signaturdaten 

Signaturvorlage 

E-Mail Belegversand 
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4. Further business documents at the billing document 
 

If attachments are added to billing documents in the asset list, they are automatically transferred to the 

e-mail documents as additional attachments. 

 

 

Re-creating e-mail vouchers is not required. All business document attachments are added 

automatically. 

You have a request for advice or are looking for 
other special solutions? 
 

Contact us: anfragen@sharego.de 


